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 Counter-Strike 1.3 Patch. The latest patch for Counter-Strike 1.3, released in November 2003, was version 1.3.1a, which brought the following changes: * The four-player multiplayer mode was updated to use a new map design and texture set. The four-player mode is now called "Deathmatch" and is available in every map. The four-player mode is also now the only mode available in the "Small
Map" and "Medium Map" game types, and was previously only available in the "Large Map" game type. * A set of new weapons, the FAL, G3A3, and P90, were added. * The "flickering" bug that caused some players to lose control of their characters was fixed. * Several new achievements were added to the game. * The two in-game menus were updated to be more user-friendly. * The "Check for

updates" option was added to the in-game menu. * The "StarCraft II" game type was removed from the in-game menu. The game type was removed because it was only available in the 2002 version of the game. * The game now features a choice of "European" or "North American" soundtracks. The soundtrack in the game is stored in a file called "sound.cfg". The file is located in the
"\user\config\startmenu\config" directory. Counter-Strike: Source, Valve's official modification for Half-Life 2, was released on December 9, 2004, for Microsoft Windows and OS X, and for Linux on May 25, 2006. On June 9, 2007, Valve announced that Counter-Strike: Source and Half-Life 2 would be receiving full, free updates. The game will receive many new features, and Valve has stated that

it will be "making an even bigger and better Counter-Strike experience" than the original Counter-Strike. On July 15, 2007, Valve announced that Counter-Strike: Source would be receiving a free update which added the "Lucky Bag" feature. This feature allows players to pick up random weapons, vehicles, and other in-game items. On July 22, 2007, Valve announced that Half-Life 2: Episode One,
the first part of the episodic development, would be released on September 15, 2007. This will be the first episode since Episode Two was released in 2004. On August 27, 2007, Valve 82157476af
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